
WHEEL #9: THE TRUTH ABOUT ATTRACTION

The Truth about        
Attraction

(Cognitive)

 A function of connection

         
   Dysfunctional downloads

* As a member of this culture, 
you were trained to view people 
according to externals/image.

* This cultural download may be 
compounded by your own 
family’s focus on image. 

* This could be even further 
compounded if you were raised 
in a sub-culture - like NY, LA, 
the South - where this is toxic 
focus on “looking good.”

* We need a new operating 
system that teaches us to see 
ESSENCE!

 Attraction fluctuates

Fear distorts perception

* You will not see your 
partner clearly when your 
fear/anxiety is in the way.

* Fear colors how you see 
life, including your partner. 
Like Amy said in her 
interview, “My husband 
looked like a monster 
when I was in the grip of 
anxiety. 

* Attractions fluctuates! 
We don’t learn this 
basic fact and instead 
expect it to be a 
constant. 

* It’s unrealistic to always 
feels attracted to your 
partner. Everyone looks 
weird sometimes, 
including you!

* When we don’t know 
this, lack of attraction 
morphs into anxiety.

* Are you connected to:
Self
Partner
Partner within him/herself
* If I’m off-kilter/disconnected 

from myself in some way it 
will effect the way I view my 
partner. 

* Partner in his/her lower self 
isn’t always attractive.

   Transitions and triggers

         Projection

* Your “hook” will become 
inflamed when you’re in 
transition. In fact, you will 
learn to see that when 
you’re focusing on 
attraction it’s the sign that 
you’re off-kilter in some 
way.

* Other triggers: Four Realms
Go through the realms and 
ask what’s needed. 

* The more positive attention you 
received for your looks growing up, 
the more you may over-focus on 
your partner’s physical appearance. 
You were taught to equate self-worth 
with external beauty, and will overlay 
that false equation onto partner.

* Likewise, the more negative 
attention you received for your looks, 
the more your anxiety may hang its 
hat on this hook. In this case, the 
over-focus of your partner’s “not 
enough-ness” is a projection for your 
own perceived lack. 

*


